Robust Aviation
eCommerce Platform

Our online sales portal is built for scale and complexity, with the ability to handle condition codes, provenance,
trace documentation, multiple pricing schemes, and more. ThoughtFocus' eCommerce platform features:
White label or customer-branded website options
Complete integration with your IT inventory, and
accounting systems

Optional customer-specific marketplaces - tailored
online eCommerce sites with multiple pricing
catalogs for different end-users, ranging from to call
for quote' to dynamic demand pricing to price lists

Inventory views for key customers and

keyed to best customers. Customized to fit each

trading/consignment partners

customer's sales strategy and business model

Integration with illustrated parts catalogs to help
shoppers quickly find the parts they need (match
to manuals, 3D models, higher-order assemblies,
etc.)

Integration with customer warehouse IT systems
or ThoughtFocus' 3PL operations for seamless
order fulfillment
Optional turnkey purchase transaction

Parts pedigree and traceability to validate

management via ThoughtFocus' credit card

purchasing decisions and meet quality standards

transaction services

Open marketplace website with search engine

24/7/365 availability

optimization assures the broadest visibility for your
products

ThoughtFocus offers a broad range of integrated sales and support services that helps resources-constrained
clients meet the challenge of growing their revenue. Our client-focused solutions, backed by a thorough
understanding of the aerospace and defense marketplace, afford you incomparable value across the
serviceable parts spectrum.
From rotatable parts harvesting at teardown to expendables and consumables, from inspection and
certification/documentation to inventory management and surplus parts marketing and sales, ThoughtFocus
stands ready to advise, lead or support your aircraft parts sales effort in whatever way necessary.
When time to market is critical, budgets are tight, resources are already committed or costs are spiraling out of
control, let ThoughtFocus help you maximize your business opportunities.
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We offer a global footprint with domestic and offshore capabilities and facilities for industrial engineering.
software development, and hardware design and manufacturing .You can leverage our capabilities to extend
your product and service lines, optimize costs, tap additional expert resources, and adapt to a fluid global
industry
We offer you the flexibility to scale operations to meet mission-critical requirements, while enhancing and
sustaining existing product lines
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